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One of the most frustrating things about flying is that there is never enough room on the tray for
your electronics, glasses, drinks, and snacks. After spending years tolerating cramped airline
trays, Andy Bernadette knew that there had to be a better way to fly, so he invented the
spAIRtray™; the never before available solution for 33% more usable space while flying. This
revolutionary and inexpensive product is compact, streamlined, and will instantly upgrade your
flying experience.
Sleekly designed at 13×5×¾ inches, the spAIRtray™ comes with its own cloth travel bag, and
can easily slip into even the most overstuffed carry-ons. With a sturdy plastic construction, and
virtually no moving parts...nothing to break or lose, the spAIRtray™ is durable and dependable.
This simple and versatile product because it has an effortless set-up; just slide the spAIRtray™
into the window-shade track, and you’re ready. The spAIRtray™ fits most commercial airline
windows, meaning that you can bring it with you whenever you fly. This high-quality travel
essential is lightweight and easy to install, and makes great use of otherwise wasted space and
you can ensure that it’s sanitary because you’ll know everywhere it goes, and is hand washable
whenever you want.
The seamless setup of the spAIRtray™ will give you more space to use, and avoid testing just
how water resistant your possessions are when your drink arrives. Solve the problem of drink
endangerment with one of the most loved features of the spAIRtray™; the non-slip pad that
saves drinks and electronics during unexpected turbulence.
Highly portable and easy to use, and allows for full use of your tray table while you keep your
beverage safe and convenient right next to you. Relax, and enjoy your refreshments while
leaving the area in front of you clear for reading, writing, and using electronic devices. Instead of
precariously crowding everything on your seat-back tray, use the seat-back tray for reading or
writing hassle-free; if you need to get up, safely store things on the spAIRtray™ if you need to
get up, search your bag, or make a trip to the bathroom.
Love to travel, but hate cramped and cluttered flying? This innovative airline tray gives you more
space for drinks, snacks, and small electronics; freeing up the seat-back tray for laptops,
reading or more legroom. The spAIRtray™ makes a superb gift for the frequent flyer in your
life, for the person who has everything, or to treat yourself the next time that you take a trip.
Upgrade the travel experience, at the highly
affordable price of $24.95
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